NOTES TO USERS

The map is for an area of Pontotoc County, Mississippi. It is part of the National Flood Insurance Program. It does not cover all flood hazards and is not a substitute for local flood plain regulations. It is based on data sources and methodologies that may change or vary. It is intended to be used only for general flood hazard information. It may be based on flood records that are less than 50 years and may not represent the current flood hazard to all areas. To determine current information, consult your local flood plain regulations and agency sources.

In determining flood plain information, some Base Flood Elevations (BFE) were not determined. These areas are identified in the "Other Areas" section of the map. Flood elevations are rounded whole-foot elevations. Base Flood Elevations were determined for some communities. Base Flood Elevations for other communities may be determined. If Base Flood Elevations are not determined, floodplain boundaries were set at the 1% annual chance floodplain.

For community map revision history prior to countywide mapping, refer to the Community Map Services Center at 1-800-638-6620 for information on available maps and publications.

Security - Federal Emergency Management Agency. The FEMA Map Service Center may also be reached by Fax at 1-800-358-9620 and its Letters of Map Change, a Flood Insurance Study report, and/or digital versions of this map. As well as a listing of the panels on which each community is located.

For information regarding conversion between the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1988 (NGVD 88) and the North American Vertical Datum of 1929 (NAVD 29), please contact the Information Services Branch of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), N/NGS 12300 Parklawn Drive, Bethesda, Maryland 20892; telephone 301-713-0295; facsimile 301-713-0128; internet at http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/WWW/NGVD29.shtml.

For information regarding conversion between the National Geodetic Datum of 1927 (NGD 27) and the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83), please contact the Geodetic Survey at Geodetic Survey, Suite 1200, 333 C Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250; telephone 202-495-0478; facsimile 202-452-6389; internet at http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/WWW/NGD27.shtml. Users of this FIRM should be aware that horizontal datum projections differ slightly from the National Geodetic Datum of 1927 (NGD 27) and may result in slight variations in position.

The Toast area shown on the map is based on flood records that are less than 50 years and may not represent the current flood hazard to all areas.

BFEs shown on the map represent rounded whole-foot elevations. These BFEs are based on the 1% annual chance floodplain on the Flood Insurance Rate Map and may not reflect the flood elevations determined for the community. Flood elevations for other communities may be determined by your local flood plain regulations and agency sources.


Boundary of the Corporate limits those shown on the previous FIRM for this jurisdiction. The floodplains and floodways that are shown on this map, please contact the Information Services Branch of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), N/NGS 12300 Parklawn Drive, Bethesda, Maryland 20892; telephone 301-713-0295; facsimile 301-713-0128; internet at http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/WWW/NGVD29.shtml.

View this map and other maps and publications through the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) at the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) office in your area. References to Map Repositories list on Map Index or other listings of map samples in the Community Map Services Center (CMSC) office in your area. Special Flood Hazard Areas Subject to Inundation by the 0.3% Annual Chance Flood Zone A, AE, AH, AO, AR, A99, V, and VE. The Base Flood Elevation is the water-surface elevation of the floodplain for a 1% annual chance floodplain on the Flood Insurance Rate Map. Flood Elevations, flood depths, or flood velocities determined. For information regarding conversion between the National Geodetic Datum of 1927 (NGD 27) and the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83), please contact the Geodetic Survey at Geodetic Survey, Suite 1200, 333 C Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250; telephone 202-495-0478; facsimile 202-452-6389; internet at http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/WWW/NGD27.shtml. Users of this FIRM should be aware that horizontal datum projections differ slightly from the National Geodetic Datum of 1927 (NGD 27) and may result in slight variations in position.

For community map revision history prior to countywide mapping, refer to the Community Map Services Center (CMSC) office in your area. Special Flood Hazard Areas Subject to Inundation by the 0.3% Annual Chance Flood Zone A, AE, AH, AO, AR, A99, V, and VE. The Base Flood Elevation is the water-surface elevation of the floodplain for a 1% annual chance floodplain on the Flood Insurance Rate Map. Flood Elevations, flood depths, or flood velocities determined. For information regarding conversion between the National Geodetic Datum of 1927 (NGD 27) and the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83), please contact the Geodetic Survey at Geodetic Survey, Suite 1200, 333 C Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20250; telephone 202-495-0478; facsimile 202-452-6389; internet at http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/WWW/NGD27.shtml. Users of this FIRM should be aware that horizontal datum projections differ slightly from the National Geodetic Datum of 1927 (NGD 27) and may result in slight variations in position.

To determine current information, consult your local flood plain regulations and agency sources.